EBM Manufacturing is a global supplier of screening and aspiration equipment for the agriculture industry. Our equipment is found in feed mills, grain handling/storage facilities, and processing plants.
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**Products Offered**
- Gentle Roll screener
- EBM Aspirator

EBM Manufacturing specializes in the manufacturing of multi-purpose screening and aspiration equipment serving the agriculture industry. Industries served include feed, grain, pet food, edible beans/pulses, aquaculture, and wood pellets.

The Gentle Roll screener works to gently remove fines and overs from products or to separate them by size. It is fully enclosed to be dust and weather tight and built to run 24/7. The Gentle Roll does not shake or vibrate making it easy to install and maintain.

The EBM Aspirator is a closed circuit, single pass aspirator designed to remove lightweight material from good product. It can be used in combination with the Gentle Roll screener or as a stand-alone piece of equipment. Adjustments and sight windows allow the operator to make adjustments during operation.